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ABSTRACT
Natural disasters are increasing worldwide at an alarming rate.
To aid relief operations during and post disaster, humanitarian or-
ganizations rely on various types of situational information such
as missing, trapped or injured people and damaged infrastructure
in an area. Crucial and timely identification of infrastructure and
utility damage is critical to properly plan and execute search and
rescue operations. However, in the wake of natural disasters, real-
time identification of this information becomes challenging. In this
research, we investigate the use of tweets posted on the Twitter
social media platform to detect power and communication outages
during natural disasters. We first curate a data set of 18, 097 tweets
based on domain-specific keywords obtained using Latent Dirich-
let Allocation. We annotate the gathered data set to separate the
tweets into different types of outage-related events: power outage,
communication outage and both power-communication outage. We
analyze the tweets to identify information such as popular words,
length of words and hashtags as well as sentiments that are associ-
ated with tweets in these outage-related categories. Furthermore,
we apply machine learning algorithms to classify these tweets into
their respective categories. Our results show that simple classifiers
such as the boosting algorithm are able to classify outage related
tweets from unrelated tweets with close to 100% f1-score. Addition-
ally, we observe that the transfer learning model, BERT, is able to
classify different categories of outage-related tweets with close to
90% accuracy in less than 90 seconds of training and testing time,
demonstrating that tweets can be mined in real-time to assist first
responders during natural disasters.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Social networks; Information ex-
traction; Clustering and classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Users post content on social media platforms such as Twitter, Red-
dit and Facebook for a variety of purposes, including to report
real-time situational incidents such as loss of electricity, internet
connectivity and telecommunications [41]. During the onset of a
natural disaster, situational information is posted by the affected
individuals in real-time, including, increasingly, cries for assistance
when 911 lines are overloaded [21]. First responders are respon-
sible for carrying out rescue operations to help affected people
during such emergency situations. Real-time social media posts can
therefore provide critical information about the situation on the
ground so that first responders can be most effective. Researchers
have previously analyzed the usefulness of online information in
timely crisis response and management [23, 29]. A key challenge
is to extract valuable and actionable information such as missing
or injured people and damaged utilities and infrastructure from all
other content that appears online. It is therefore critical to develop
information extraction tools that are capable of cutting through the
noise and quickly filtering out vital information that authorities
can use in their search and rescue operations.

Twitter has emerged as an ideal platform for information re-
trieval tasks due to the concise nature of the posts (tweets) [11].
Crisis informatics researchers have studied how to identify dif-
ferent types of sub-events, such as loss of lives and damage to
infrastructure, from user generated posts [24, 40]. However, most
of the developed algorithms focus on extracting information re-
lated to a wide spectrum of events, rather than a specific type of
event [42, 43]. Since every type of event is not equally tweeted about
by the users, some categories are classified with poor precision
and recall as they represent only a small percentage of the entire
dataset [31]. Additionally, in a recent study [47], it was reported
that the majority of the existing frameworks that aim to provide
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situational awareness to responders during a crisis do not meet the
immediate informational requirements of specific responders. For
example, information related to power outage would be more use-
ful to responders responsible for restoring damaged utilities than
responders in charge of locating trapped people. As such, there
is an urgent need to develop highly domain specific information
extraction tools to properly assist responders during emergencies.

In this work, we study the viability of the use of tweets to de-
tect power and communication outages during natural disasters,
with a specific focus on hurricanes. We begin by collecting tweets
based on carefully selected keywords, and subsequently curate a
raw dataset. We label a sample from the raw dataset to generate
an annotated dataset that contains tweets related to power-outage,
communication-outage and power-communication outage. Our
goal is to first analyse characteristics, such as commonly used
words, hashtags and sentiment, associated with the tweets that con-
vey outage-related information during natural disasters. Then, we
evaluate the performance of simple machine learning algorithms,
neural network and transfer learning models to create a classifi-
cation framework that is capable of determining whether or not a
tweet is about outages. Once identified as an outage-related tweet,
we perform an information extraction task to filter further informa-
tion such as whether the tweet is about a power outage, a commu-
nication outage or both. To the best of our knowledge, no previous
study has analyzed Twitter data in-depth to perform information
extraction to detect both power and communication outages.

While prior work has shown that people often use Twitter as
a platform to report power and communication outages [13], our
study observes that over 75% of the tweets that contain outage-
related keywords do not mention an actual outage. Hence, it is
not enough to simply filter tweets based on keywords as this re-
sults in noisy dataset . Among tweets that actually mention an
outage, we determine that the majority of tweets are made about
power outages, followed by communication outages, and then both
power and communication outages. Our analysis reveals that actual
outage-related tweets carry more negative sentiment than tweets
that contain outage-related keywords but that do not actually re-
port an outage. As we attempt to classify these tweets, we are faced
with the challenge of low numbers of usable tweets, as well as the
inherent noise that is present in data gathered from Twitter. In
spite of that, we observe that simpler models such as boosting and
support vector machine are able to identify tweets that contain
outage-related words with close to 100% accuracy. Furthermore, by
applying state-of-the-art text classification techniques such as trans-
fer learning, we are able to identify tweets that not only contain
these keywords, but specifically report power and communication
outages with very high accuracy, precision and recall scores. In
summary, this work presents the following contributions:

• We curate a dataset of 18, 097 unique tweets containing
outage-related keywords, posted during seven major hur-
ricanes that made landfall in the USA between 2012 and
2018.

• We present an in-depth analysis to determine features such
as commonly used words, hashtags and sentiments associ-
ated with the tweets that mention power and communication
outages.

• We use machine learning algorithms to perform multiple
levels of information extraction to detect tweets that contain
information about power and communication outages.

• We show that using simpler models such as SVM, tweets that
contain outage-related keywords can be quickly detected
with very high accuracy. Furthermore, employing transfer
learning models such as BERT, we show that different types
of outage-related events can be identified with high precision
and recall scores.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by review-
ing related work that has been conducted in the areas of information
extraction during crisis and emergency scenarios in Section 2. In
Section 3, we introduce the dataset that we gathered and annotated
for the purpose of this work. Section 4 presents information such as
popular words, bi-grams, tri-grams and sentiment associated with
various types of outage-related tweets. In Section 5, we explain the
classification framework followed to first detect tweets that contain
outage-related keywords and then classify different outage-related
events. In Section 6, we present the results obtained by employing
various machine learning algorithms to perform our classification
tasks. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
Information extraction from textual data is a very popular appli-
cation of natural language processing. Previous work has been
conducted to detect power outages using tweets as a source of in-
formation. Researchers have also focused on using data from social
media to detect other types of events during natural disasters. In
this section, we present the related work in two categories.

2.1 Power Outage Detection from Tweets
There has been some work that focused on detecting power out-
ages using posts available on Twitter. In [27], the authors gath-
ered a dataset and applied several machine learning algorithms to
detect power outages from tweets. Their analysis showed that a
multi-layer perceptron model is capable of detecting tweets related
to power outages with reasonable accuracy, precision and recall.
The authors in [13] used active learning, standard learning and
Kleinberg’s burst to detect real-time power outages using tweets.
Supervised topic modelling was employed in [44] to detect power
outages from tweets. Nightlight satellite imagery and tweets were
used in [22] to identify locations of power outages. Specific key-
words were used in [14] to gather a datset and then use classification
algorithms to detect whether a tweet is about a power outage.

The primary focus of these studies was to make the binary dis-
tinction of whether or not a tweet refers to a power outage. Further,
while these studies detect power outages from tweets using ma-
chine learning algorithms, they each utilized datasets that contained
equal numbers of outage-related and unrelated tweets. In contrast,
in this work, we maintain the ratio of tweets in each category that
we observe during the analysis of our raw datset. Critically, in our
work, we only consider a tweet to be relevant to an outage if it men-
tions an actual outage and not simply if it contains outage-related
keywords. Finally, in addition to identifying power outages, we also
carry out detailed analysis to identify tweets that mention commu-
nication outages. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
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first to perform detection of tweets that identify actual power and
communication outages as well as to discern tweets that identify
outages from tweets that simply contain outage-related words.

2.2 Sub-event Detection from Tweets
Prior work has attempted to identify information from social media
during crisis scenarios [32, 37]. In [12], the authors attempt to use
tweets to identify users in need of resources during or post nat-
ural disaster and match them with others who claim to have the
needed resources. In [31], deep neural networks are used to identify
useful tweets during crisis situations and categorize useful tweets.
Tweets related to damaged infrastructure and utilities formed 8%
of their dataset . The authors of [45] applied matching and learning
based methods to identify tweets that provide situational awareness
during natural disasters. In [38], the authors used integer linear
programming to identify several types of events from tweets made
during some natural disasters. In addition to natural disasters, sub-
event detection from tweets has been performed in other fields. A
recent paper [20] used keyword volume to identify specific events
that belong to a category such as protests. The authors in [39] used
tweets to gather information during epidemics. In each of these
studies, different machine learning frameworks were employed to
extract/classify information from a large number of data points
gathered from Twitter. However, none of this work employed multi-
ple levels of classification to obtain fine-grained information about
power and communication outages.

3 DATA AND ANNOTATION
To achieve our goal of identification and classification of outage-
related tweets, we first curate a raw dataset using specific keywords.
Once we obtain the raw dataset, we manually perform annotation
to generate an annotated dataset for detailed analysis and classifi-
cation. Figure 1 presents our overall framework for this study.

Figure 1: Proposed framework to detect power and/or com-
munication outages from Tweets.

In this section, we describe our process to collect the raw dataset.
We then explain the annotation procedure used to generate the
annotated datset.

3.1 Dataset Curation
The volume of tweets related to infrastructure damage increases
during natural disasters [25]. Unlike other natural disasters such
as earthquakes that occur within a short span of time, hurricanes
pass through an area over a much longer period, typically hours or
days. As such, to curate our dataset, we selected the seven major
hurricanes thatmade landfall in the USA between 2012 and 2018. We

used Crimson Hexagon [2], a social media firehose with access to
100% of the Twitter stream, to collect tweets that appeared online in
the time period fromwhen each of these hurricanes made landfall to
when they dissipated [7]. To collect tweets of interest, we generated
two sets of keywords: Hurricane-specific keywords and Outage-
specific keywords.

Hurricane-specific keywords: Similar to [38], to obtain hurricane-
specific tweets, we filtered tweets using keywords such as, but
not limited to, HurricaneMaria, harvey storm, hurricanematthew
and #HurricaneSandy. In all cases, our keywords contained either
the word "hurricane" or "storm", as well as the name of the storm.
This resulted in a total of thirteen keywords per storm (91 total for
the seven storms), each a permutation of these words and name
combinations with different capitalization (i.e. we used each of
michael storm, Michaelstorm, and MichaelStorm as a keyword).
These formed our hurricane-specific keywords that we used to
identify tweets related to these natural disasters.

Outage-specific keywords: In order to generate keywords to obtain
tweets related to power and communication outages, we employed
the semi-supervised topic modelling algorithm Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [26]. We began by scraping news articles that
mention power and/or communication outages and formed a docu-
ment containing the keywords mentioned in those articles. These
keywords from the articles were obtained using the keywords class
of the Newspaper3k [8] library provided by Python.To generate a di-
verse set of keywords, we applied LDA, with various combinations
of numbers of topics and keywords, to this document. Five sets of
topics, each having 15 keywords were heuristically determined to
generate keywords of desired quality. Upon completion, we manu-
ally selected the words that we considered to be most relevant to
obtain the required tweets. For example, keywords such as blackout,
outage, spotty, reception and damage emerged from LDA as related
keywords. We also added joined keywords such as no power, can’t
call and call drop to retrieve relevant tweets. Furthermore, to im-
prove the quality of data, we collected tweets that had geo-location
information and originated in the specific areas at the time the
hurricanes passed through. The areas were determined from [7]
and the geolocated tweets were collected using the location feature
provided by Crimson Hexagon.

Table 1 presents the number of tweets that contained only hurricane-
specific keywords as well as outage-specific keywords. The query
containing outage-specific keywords also contained the hurricane-
specific keywords for each hurricane. Among all tweets that have
one or more hurricane-related keyword, only about 1− 4 percent of
those also contain outage-related keywords. We observed that the
overall number of tweets that contain tagged geolocation is on av-
erage 10 times less than the un-tagged tweets. Interestingly, the per-
centage of geo-tagged tweets that contain outage specific keywords
in the total set is larger than those present in the un-tagged tweets.

Among the hurricanes, Hurricane Sandy contained the greatest
number of tweets with outage-specific keywords by volume. This
hurricane caused over 8 million people to lose power, far greater
than any other hurricane we studied [19]. Hurricane Maria also
caused extensive power outages, leaving over 80, 000 households
without power [3]. In terms of communication outages, Hurricane
Maria destroyed over 88% of the cell sites in Puerto Rico alone [18].
In comparison, cell phone infrastructure experienced less damage
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Table 1: Number of tweets generated during hurricanes that
contain keywords with and without geo-location.

Hurricane Tweet extraction period Keywords Non-Geo-Tagged Geo-tagged
Michael 10/06/2018-10/17/2018 hurricane-specific 387,617 62,191

outage-specific 15,909 3,300
Florence 08/30/2018 -09/20/2018 hurricane-specific 718,414 69,262

outage-specific 25,155 3,231
Maria 09/15/2017-10/03/2017 hurricane-specific 483,195 34,740

outage-specific 26,509 1,594
Irma 08/29/2017-09/14/2017 hurricane-specific 1,761,869 252,082

outage-specific 58,102 13,944
Harvey 08/16/2017-09/03/2017 hurricane-specific 1,372,863 193,965

outage-specific 18,643 4,141
Matthew 09/28/2016-10/11/2016 hurricane-specific 1,202,774 175,941

outage-specific 35,367 6,841
Sandy 10/22/2012-11/02/2012 hurricane-specific 1,903,552 250,936

outage-specific 75,349 14,209

Table 2: Number of tweets per hurricane in the dataset.

Hurricane Total Number of tweets selected
Michael 3,005
Florence 2,742
Maria 2,597
Irma 3,136

Harvey 1,208
Matthew 2,209
Sandy 3,200

during Hurricane Sandy [1]. This could explain the larger number
of outage-related tweets that appeared online during Hurricane
Sandy than during Hurricane Maria; when faced with both cellular
and power outages, many residents of Puerto Rico probably found
themselves unable to post on Twitter. Hurricane Michael, on the
other hand, had the fewest outage-related tweets, possibly because
it also had the shortest duration among the hurricanes. In terms
of percentage of outage-related tweets (percentage of tweets that
contained outage keywords among all hurricane related tweets),
Hurricane Maria contained the greatest number. When comparing
geo-tagged tweets, we notice that Hurricane Sandy contained the
greatest number of outage-related tweets, both by volume and
percentage.

To curate our dataset, a sub-sample of the raw tweets that con-
tained one or more of our outage-related keywords from each
hurricane was selected. The sub-sampling strategy involved select-
ing a greater number of tweets that originated from the locations
where the hurricanes made landfall. To ensure that our dataset
was not dependent on one particular hurricane event, we incorpo-
rated roughly equal numbers of tweets from each hurricane. The
smallest number of samples were drawn from Hurricane Harvey
and Hurricane Matthew as they contained the smallest percentage
of outage-related tweets (both geo-tagged and un-tagged) in their
datasets. Table 2 presents the total number of tweets selected from
each hurricane. The gathered dataset consisted of 18, 097 outage-
related tweets. The salient words1 present in the tweets is shown
in Figure 2.

3.2 Dataset Annotation
To identify the different categories of tweets present in our raw
dataset, we proceeded to annotate the dataset. We first attempted

1inappropriate language has been modified with the ‘*’ character

Figure 2: The salient words associated with power and com-
munication outage tweets. A larger font for a word signifies
high frequency of occurrence of that word in the dataset.

Table 3: Number of annotated tweets per category.

Category Number of Tweets
Not Relevant 13,957
Power-outage 2,791
Communication-outage 1,000
Power-communication-outage 349

to perform the annotation process using Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) [15]. However, the annotated results obtained from AMT
were unreliable; they contained many incorrectly labeled tweets,
and in many cases multiple annotators labeled the same tweet dif-
ferently. We therefore discarded these annotations. The annotation
was then instead performed by 80 closely supervised volunteer
upper division computer science students using Labelbox [6]. A
pair of students were assigned the same subset of the raw dataset.
The labels for the data points that did not match were further anno-
tated by one of the authors. The annotators were provided detailed
guidelines and asked to tag each tweet into one of the following
four categories:

Not relevant: A large number of tweets in the raw dataset contained
outage-related keywords but did not convey actionable outage-
related information. For example, many tweets mention losing
power in the future and thus do not provide any actionable in-
formation about current outages. As such, any tweets that do not
contain current outage information are categorized as Not Relevant.

Power-outage: This category of tweets was reserved for tweets that
mention power outages. In addition to directly reporting an outage,
many tweets were informational in nature. They either contained
a first-hand account by a person about a power outage in an area,
or they contained a news article with information about areas cur-
rently experiencing an outage. Tweets that contained information
about power restoration after a period of outage were also included
in this category.

Communication-outage: Similar to the power-outage category, the
category of communication-outage represents tweets that report
communication outages. This category also consists of tweets that
provided information about a related outage in an area/locality
as well as tweets that reported regaining communication facilities
after an outage.
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Figure 3: Example tweet per category.

Power-Communication-outage: We observed a small number of
tweets that mentioned both power and communication outages,
and placed those tweets in this category. Note that tweets in this
category do not necessarily indicate that both power and commu-
nication are out; instead, they provide information about the status
of both utlity types.

Figure 3 shows an example tweet from each category; the total
number of annotated tweets per category is presented in Table 3.
Surprisingly, a large portion of the tweets belong to the Not Rele-
vant class even though the tweets were carefully extracted using
domain-specific keywords. The reason behind this is the tendency
of people to use words such such outage and blackout to mention
an anticipated outage in the future rather than using these words
to report an active outage. Because we only annotated tweets about
active outages in the outage-related categories, a large portion of
the tweets ended up in the Not Relevant category.

4 DATASET ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyse the annotated dataset to better under-
stand the nature of tweets that contain outage-related keywords.
Our goal, through this analysis, is to highlight the differences that
exist between the not-relevant class and others as well as between
individual outage-related classes. In particular, we determine the
inherent features such as popular words, bi-grams, tri-grams, hash-
tags and sentiments that are present in the tweets in each category.
In Figure 4 we present the salient words associated with each of
these four categories. We note that the not-relevant category con-
sists of many of the same words that are present in other categories.
However, as mentioned previously, the tweets in this category do
not actually identify an outage. The salient words present in other
categories are consistent with the names of the categories. Below
we first perform lexical analysis to detect features such as single
words, bi-grams, tri-grams and hashtags that are prevalent in each
category. We then proceed to analyse the sentiments that are asso-
ciated with the tweets by category.

4.1 Lexical Analysis
The lexical analysis of each category is presented below.

Not-relevant: This category consisted of over 75% of the total an-
notated tweets. In addition to investigating the most commonly
occurring words in this category, as shown in Figure 4a, we evalu-
ated the predominant bi-grams and tri-grams. Among single words,

power, mobile, No, outage and plane were the five most frequent
words in this category. For bi-grams, the wordsmy phone, no power,
power outage, cell phone and phone call appeared most frequently.
From the frequently occurring words and bi-grams, it is not yet
apparent that the tweets in this category do not convey any specific
outage-related information. However, the most common tri-grams
in this category, which include get radio play, uncut internet station,
charge my phone, got my phone andmy phone off shed more light on
the nature of these tweets. Additionally, we investigate the frequent
hashtags of the tweets from this category. The top three hashtags
are #mobile, #news and #tech. Figure 5 shows the length of tweets
in this category. On average, each tweet contained 18.6 words. We
note the presence of a large number of outliers in the length of
tweets in this category compared with others.

Power-outage: This is the second most popular category among the
annotated data, containing 13% of the entire dataset. The category
includes tweets that reported either power outages or restoration
of power after an outage. The most frequently appearing words in
this category are shown in Figure 4b. The top five common words
are No, power, hit, area and days. Outage-related words such as
outage and blackout also appear in the tweets in this category. The
popular bi-grams in this group of tweets include no power, still no,
power outage, no electricity and without electricity. Some of these
words are also present in the commonly occurring tri-grams, which
include still no power, no power no, no power thanks, no power my
and no power since.

Further analysis of the 2, 791 tweets in this category determined
that 4% of the tweets mention power restoration after an outage.
20% of the power outage tweets were observed to be informative
in nature, providing useful information about an outage. These
informational tweets reported areas experiencing outages and in
many cases included live updates from news organizations that
stated the number of people experiencing outages in affected areas.
The majority of tweets in this category, 76%, directly reported an
outage during the time of the outage. Popular hashtags in this
category are #blackout, #nopower and #lightsout. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of the length of the tweets in this category. Tweets in
this category contained 18.3 words on average.

Communication-outage: This category of tweets represents 5.5%
of the overall number of tweets in our annotated dataset. Tweets
in this category either inform about or report an active commu-
nication outage or mention having some form of communication
capabilities returned after their loss. Popular words in this category
include internet, service, wifi, no and out and are shown in Figure 4c.
One interesting observation is that specific provider names, such
as verizon, tmobile and xfinity appeared frequently in the tweets of
this category. This could be as a result of users being more familiar
with the names of their telecommunication service providers. The
most popular words pairs in the tweets of this category include my
internet, no internet, phone service, no service and internet down. Tri-
grams such as cell phone service, my internet down, mobile networks
knocked, networks knocked out and still no internet emerged as the
most common. The collection of these words indicate that when
reporting a communication outage, people tend to use the word ser-
vice together with down. Power outages are reported using outage
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(a) Not-relevant (b) Power-outage (c) Communication-outage (d) Power-communication-outage

Figure 4: The salient words in each tweet category.

Figure 5: Length of tweets in each category.

and blackout in addition to out. Similar to the power-outage cate-
gory, we subdivide the communication-outage related tweets into
three subcategories. 9% of the tweets belong to the sub-category of
tweets that mention restoration of communication service after an
outage. 24% and 67% of the tweets in the communication-outage cat-
egory inform or report about a communication outage, respectively.
Hashtags #wifi, #att and #internet are the three most frequently
used in this category. Unlike the most popular hashtags in the
power-outage category, hashtags in this category do not inherently
convey information related to an outage. Tweets in this category
have an average length of 18.9 words as seen in Figure 5.

Power-communication-outage: This category contained the fewest
tweets, about 2% of the overall annotated dataset. Because this
category consists of tweets that must mention both power and com-
munication outages, the average length of a tweet in this category,
shown in Figure 5, is 22 words long. As can be seen from Figure 4d,
these tweets combine the keywords from both the power-outage
and communication-outage categories. Popular keywords include
power, internet, no, back and service. Common bi-grams are no power,
power no, power internet, no internet and cell service. We find that the
tri-grams still no power, power no cell, no cell service, no electricity no
and no power internet appear most frequently. As the tweets in this
category are longer than the rest on average, we also determine the
commonly occurring four-grams. These include no power no cell,
no power no internet, power no cell service, no power no wifi and no
power cell service. We observe that in addition to reporting about
experiencing both power and communication outages, a number of
tweets reported either having power but no communication or vice
versa. Some tweets also provided information related to power and
communication outages. When we analyze the nature of the tweets
in this category further, we find that 10% of the tweets mention

having power while experiencing some form of communication
outage. Similarly, 10% of the tweets mention having communication
capabilities while suffering from power outage. 15% of the tweets
mentioned getting back both power and communication services af-
ter an outage. Informative tweets such as those providing locations
and number of people experiencing power and communication
outages formed 7% of the tweets in this category. Finally, 58% of
the tweets reported experiencing both power and communication
outages. The top three hashtags are #poweroutage, #electricity and
#finallygotpowerback.

The lexical analysis of these categories highlights various salient
features present in each category. The popular words and bi-grams
of the not-relevant category are similar to those of the actual outage-
related categories. In spite of the similarity between keywords,
further analysis of the tri-grams and hashtags of these categories
shows that the contents of the tweets in the not-relevant category
do not report an outage. It is also noticed that during hurricanes,
users tend to anticipate experiencing power and communication
outages and post on Twitter before such outages actually occur. In
addition to reporting an outage, tweets often mention restoration of
services after an outage as well as provide meaningful information
such as number of people experiencing an outage.

4.2 Sentiment Analysis
To better understand the inherent traits of the tweets that are
present in these categories, we perform sentiment analysis [33]
using the sentiment analysis API provided by IBMWatson [4]. IBM
Watson analyzes the sentiment associated with a statement and
assigns it a score between −1 and 1. A score closer to −1 conveys
extremely negative sentiment while a score closer to 1 signifies
more positive sentiment. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the
sentiment scores of each of the four categories. The average senti-
ment score of not-relevant, power-outage, communication-outage
and power-communication outage categories is calculated to be
−0.26, −0.42, −0.51 and −0.40, respectively. As seen from Figure 6a,
the sentiments associated with tweets in the not-relevant category
are more neutral as they hover around 0. In contrast, the senti-
ment scores of the rest of the categories are more concentrated in
the negative side of the scale with communication-outage tweets
having the most negative sentiment. Overall, in the not-relevant
category, 29% of the tweets had sentiment score of 0, while 51% of
the tweets attained negative scores. The percentage of tweets with
negative sentiment score increased for the other categories. The
power-outage, communication-outage and power-communication-
outage categories had 68%, 72% and 70% of their tweets with score
below 0, respectively.
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(a) Not-relevant (b) Power-outage (c) Communication-outage (d) Power-communication-outage

Figure 6: Distribution of sentiment scores of each category.

5 OUTAGE-SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we design a two-stage classification framework to
automate the process of detecting outage-related tweets. Before per-
forming the first level of classification, we collect a new set of tweets,
using Crimson Hexagon, that occurred during the seven hurricanes.
This dataset is comprised of tweets that contain only hurricane-
specific keywords and not outage-specific keywords. These tweets
are then added to the previously annotated dataset to form two
separate classes of tweets. We first perform a binary classification
to quickly extract all tweets that have our outage-specific keywords
in addition to hurricane-specific keywords from the rest of the
tweets. Before performing classification, we clean and pre-process
the dataset. Once we have identified the outage-related tweets, we
then perform the second level of classification, only on the anno-
tated dataset, to automatically place tweets into the categories we
established in the previous sections. Below we present the details
associated with the pre-processing and classification tasks.

5.1 Pre-processing Dataset
Tweets are typically not properly grammatically structured and
are likely to contain abbreviations, rendering them incomplete and
noisy. In order to sanitize the dataset, we employed multiple text
pre-processing steps. We removed URLs, non-ASCII characters and
non-English characters. We also removed hashtags, user names
and date and time strings. Emoticons were converted to UNICODE
strings. To reduce the feature space, we converted all words to
lower case.

We next created a custom set of stop words to ensure that we
preserved the context of our tweets while eliminating unnecessary
repeated stop words. For example, the stop words library provided
by Python’s NLTK contains 179 words such as as, they, himself, out,
down and not. Removing the words out, down, off, no and not from
our tweets could leave outage-related tweets meaningless. Hence
we excluded these words from the stop words library. Additionally,
we removed occurrences of event-specific words, such as hurricane,
sandy and irma from the training dataset. This was done to ensure
that the classifiers did not become dependent upon such words
while identifying information that we require.

We used popular word embeddings frameworks to perform word
vector initialisation. To generate word tokens, we first used term-
frequency-inverse-document-frequency (tf-idf). Tf-idf is used to
obtain the most important words within the tweets. These tokens
from tf-idf were subsequently vectorized using GloVe [35]. We
choose GloVe over another widely used word embedding frame-
work, Word2Vec, due to the former’s ability to take the ratio of
the co-occurrence probabilities of consecutive words to establish

semantic meanings for those words. For binary classification, we
employed nine state-of-the-art classifiers such as logistic regression,
support vector machine and K-nearest neighbors. These simpler
classifiers were implemented using the scikit-learn 0.21 [34] library
of Python. To extract various classes of our outage-related events,
we used popular neural network models such as convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN), in addition
to the simpler models. These more sophisticated models were imple-
mented using Keras with Tensorflow backend [5], as this platform
contains the packages that are required to run these algorithms.
Additionally, we implemented an emerging technique of text classi-
fication known as transfer learning to perform classification of our
categories.

The classification task was carried out by splitting the overall
training dataset into a ratio of 80 : 20 training to validation sets.
All the classifiers were run on Google Cloud Compute powered by
a 16GB NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. In addition to using a categorical
cross entropy loss function with our neural network models, we
also employed focal loss [30], which has been proven to be effective
in classifying minority samples in image classification tasks. Next
we present details associated with the two types of classifications
we conducted and various methods we implemented to achieve
better classification success.

5.2 Binary Classification
The goal of binary classification is to quickly isolate the domain-
related tweets to conduct further information extraction. Specifi-
cally, we want to separate the tweets that contain hurricane-specific
keywords from those that also contain outage-related keywords.

To perform binary classification, we first create a training dataset
of a roughly equal number of samples that contain only hurricane-
specific keywords (but not outage-specific keywords), comprising
class 0, and tweets that contain both hurricane-specific and outage-
specific keywords (our annotated dataset), forming class 1. We
collected equal numbers of geo-tagged and un-tagged tweets that
contained hurricane-specific keywords but excluded our outage-
specific keywords using [2]. The training set consisted of 10, 007
tweets, of which 5, 236 samples belonged to class 0 and the rest to
class 1. The distribution of the two classes in the test set, however,
was kept similar to what we observed while curating the original
dataset in Section 3. Because outage-related tweets only comprised
a very small fraction of the overall tweets that contained hurricane-
related keywords, our test set contained 2, 326 tweets, of which
2, 203 belonged to class 0 and 123 belonged to class 1 (making
up roughly 5% of the dataset). This small number of tweets of
class 1 ensures consistency with what is observed during a real
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scenario. However, this results in difficulty in identifying these
tweets with very high precision and recall. To perform this layer
of classification, we only employed the simple classifier models as
they are computationally inexpensive and capable of producing
results with high accuracy.

5.3 Category Classification
Once we successfully filter tweets that contain outage-related key-
words, we then attempt to further classify these tweets into the four
major categories we established in Section 3. This is done to ob-
tain more fine-grained information about different outage-related
events. We first create a training set by selecting 3, 500 random sam-
ples of the not-relevant class (class 0). The rest of the training set is
formed of 2, 295 randomly selected tweets from the power-outage
category (class 1), 828 tweets from the communication-outage cat-
egory (class 2) and 306 tweets from the power-communication
outage category (class 3). As with the binary classification task,
we kept the distribution of categories in the test set similar to the
original dataset. In our test set, we selected 1, 500 tweets from the
not-relevant category, 496 tweets from the power-outage category,
172 from the communication-outage category and 43 tweets from
the power-communication outage category.

In addition to the simple classifiers, we employed neural network
and transfer learning models to extract tweets of each category
in this layer of classification. To address the imbalance problem
in our dataset, we applied the sampling technique SMOTE [16]
and various sampling ratios amongst the classes. These techniques,
however, fell short in improving the classification performance
while detecting outage-related tweets, as they failed to adopt to the
feature space that exists in our tweets. Therefore, because this is a
multi-class classification problem, we instead first use a categorical-
cross entropy loss function with a softmax layer in our neural
network models. The categorical-cross entropy loss function can
be mathematically defined as:

H (y, ŷ) = −

M∑
j=0

N∑
i=0

(yi j )(loд(ŷi j ) (1)

where H is the loss function, y is the actual label of the ith observa-
tion of the jth class and ŷ is the predicted label for the observation
made by the softmax layer of the neural network. An issue that
arises with this loss function is that in a skewed dataset, it fails to
properly penalise the classifier when it predicts the majority class.
Because we are dealing with a dataset that exhibits class imbalance,
we incorporate a loss function, known as focal loss, with our neural
network classifier. Focal loss has proven to increase classification ac-
curacy in datasets that suffer from the imbalance problem between
classes [36]. Focal loss can be represented as:

FL(pj ) = α(1 − pj )
γ loд(pj ) (2)

where FL is the focal loss function and pj is the softmax probability
of the jth class for a particular observation. α and γ are two regu-
larizing parameters. This loss function adds more importance when
the network predicts a minority sample as opposed to the overly
represented sample. This makes it ideal for performing classification
on an imbalanced dataset.

We choose a number of neural networks that have proven effec-
tive in text classification to perform this level of classification. To
determine the ideal hyper-parameter configuration for each neural
network, we use Grid Search [10] starting with multiple numbers of
configurations. We train the CNN model using 100-word long em-
bedding vectors alongside 512 convolutions filters of sizes 2, 3, 4, 5.
To avoid over-fitting, we use a dropout of 0.5 while training with
the Adam gradient descent optimizer [28]. The CNN model was
run for 10 iterations with a batch size of 32. We also evaluated the
performances of both LSTM and GRU-based bi-directional RNN.
These RNN models were further incorporated with an attention
layer to improve performance. We trained the RNN models contain-
ing 100 neurons for 20 iterations. We then employed Hierarchical
Attention Network (HAN) [46] with 200 LSTM based word encoders
and 250 sentence encoders. Finally, we tested the performance of
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)
as a transfer learning model for the classification task [17]. Transfer
learning models are pre-trained on a very large corpus and then fit-
ted to perform classification on a smaller number of domain-specific
data points. We used BERT-Large, Uncased (Original) model as the
pre-trained model due to its ability to produce good results while
remaining computationally inexpensive [9].

6 RESULTS
In this sectionwe first present the results obtained after applying dif-
ferent classifiers to detect tweets that contain outage-related words.
We then present the performance of the classification models in
identifying specific outage categories. We compare the performance
of the classification models by measuring the per-class precision,
recall and f-score that each of these models produce. In addition,
we compare the overall accuracy of each model as well as the time
it takes for the model to perform the classification task. Because our
goal is to classify the outage-related tweets quickly, the runtime for
each algorithm presents us with important information we need to
select the right model to perform the classification. Our goal is to
determine the model that is able to quickly detect outage-related
tweets with high accuracy, precision and recall scores.

6.1 Binary Classification
Table 4 presents the results we obtained after applying each of the
nine classifiers on a curated dataset that contained only hurricane-
specific keywords (class 0) as well as hurricane-specific and outage-
related keywords (class 1). Almost every model performs exception-
ally well in identifying tweets that contain only hurricane-specific
keywords. The precision, recall and F1 scores of these models are
very close to 1 when classifying members of class 0. In comparison,
only a small set of models are able to identify samples of class 1with
good precision, recall and f-score. The boosting algorithm identifies
class 1 tweets with the highest precision, recall and f-score values.
Because the boosting algorithm has a hierarchical tree structure,
where a new tree learns from the results of the previously trained
tree, it is able to perform better than other simple classifiers when
performing binary classification. The SVM and random forest mod-
els achieve the second and third best performance in classifying
the samples from class 1, respectively. K-nearest neighbor performs
poorly when classifying class 1 samples. This occurred as a result
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Table 4: Performance comparison of the binary classifiers.

Class 0 Class 1
Methods Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy Runtime(seconds)
Bagging 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.21 0.38 0.27 0.89 5.3
Boosting 0.99 1 1 0.99 0.94 0.97 0.99 1.94
Decision Trees 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.62 0.94 0.75 0.96 0.59
K-nearest neighbors 0.97 0.71 0.82 0.1 0.6 0.18 0.7 0.71
Logistic Regression 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.67 0.94 0.78 0.97 1.56
Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.99 0.87 0.93 0.28 0.9 0.43 0.87 0.12
Nearest Centroid 0.99 0.92 0.95 0.36 0.82 0.5 0.91 0.22
Random Forest 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.8 0.94 0.87 0.98 2.78
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.84 0.95 0.89 0.99 0.1

Table 5: Accuracy and runtime of the models used to per-
form outage-related categories classification.

Model Accuracy Runtime(Seconds)
Bagging 0.77 3.38
Boosting 0.84 9
Decision Trees 0.79 0.71
K-nearest neighbors 0.76 0.47
Logistic Regression 0.86 1.68
Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.82 0.11
Nearest Centroid 0.79 0.11
Random Forest 0.84 3.57
Support Vector Machine 0.86 0.16
CNN 0.65 645.05
CNN-Focal 0.84 650.89
RNN-LSTM 0.83 2309.47
RNN-GRU 0.84 1907.36
RNN-Attn-LSTM 0.84 2541.71
RNN-Attn-GRU 0.8 2216.57
RNN-LSTM-Focal 0.83 2239.26
RNN-GRU-Focal 0.83 1953.92
RNN-Attn-LSTM-Focal 0.83 2409.45
RNN-Attn-GRU-Focal 0.84 2261.31
HAN 0.85 2335.13
HAN-focal 0.82 2342.31
BERT 0.88 87

of the insensitivity of the distance function of K-nearest neighbor
towards small but meaningful differences between tweets. In addi-
tion to performing the overall classification task reasonably well,
SVM also recorded the fastest run-time.
6.2 Outage-category Classification
Table 5 presents the accuracy and run-time of the classification
models. Table 6 presents the classification performance achieved by
thesemodels in detecting not-relevant, power-outage, communication-
outage and power-communication-outage tweets.

When comparing the accuracy of the models, Table 6 indicates
that of the simpler models, boosting, logistic regression, random for-
est and SVM achieve accuracy scores above 0.8. These models also
record low run-times, ranging from 0.16 to 9 seconds. The simpler
models classify tweets from the not-relevant category with high pre-
cision and recall. In categorizing power-outage related tweets, the

simpler models perform reasonably well, with logistic regression
and boosting models achieving an f-score of 0.83. The performance
of the simpler models, however, drops significantly while detecting
samples from the two minority categories: communication-outage
and power-communication-outage. This occurs as a result of these
models’ inability to learn classes with a small number of samples in
an unbalanced dataset. Logistic regression, random forest and SVM
are the only three models that produce an f-score greater than 0.50
when identifying tweets in the communication-outage category. In
classifying tweets from the power-communication-outage category,
among the simpler models, only the boosting and decision tree
models achieve an f-score above 0.50.

As expected, the run-times of the neural network models are
significantly greater than their simpler counterparts as shown in
Table 5. CNN models execute fastest whereas RNN models take
the longest. In terms of accuracy, except for the CNN model with
categorical cross-entropy loss function, every other neural network
model achieves accuracy scores around 0.80. The models also per-
form fairly similarly when classifying samples from the not-relevant
categories. As seen in Table 6, the precision recorded by the neural
network models exceeds 0.90 in detecting not-relevant tweets. Ex-
cept for CNN with categorical cross-entropy loss function, all other
models achieve recall scores of around 0.80 in detecting tweets of
this class. Precision scores between 0.75 and 0.79 are reached by the
neural network models when identifying power-outage tweets. The
difference in performance between the simpler models and neural
network models is seen when detecting communication and power-
communication-outage tweets. The neural network models achieve
higher recall scores in detecting communication-outage tweets
while reaching better f-scores than the simpler models when identi-
fying power-communication-outage tweets. Focal loss outperforms
categorical-cross entropy loss when used with CNN across all four
categories. It also records a 10% increase in f-score when used in
conjunctionwith the RNN-LSTMmodel compared to the categorical
cross-entropy loss function when detecting power-communication
outage tweets.

The best performance in all the considered metrics is achieved
by BERT in this classification task. From Table 5, we can see that
though it takes longer to execute than the simpler models, it is
able to achieve the highest accuracy; further, its run-time is faster
than all the neural network models. It records the best f-scores
when detecting tweets that belong to both the not-relevant class
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Table 6: Classification performance of the models in detecting tweets per category.

Methods Class 0 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

Bagging 0.84 0.87 0.86 0.65 0.72 0.68 0.47 0.31 0.37 0.33 0.09 0.14
Boosting 0.91 0.87 0.89 0.76 0.92 0.83 0.59 0.44 0.5 0.54 0.57 0.56
Decision Trees 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.73 0.87 0.79 0.41 0.56 0.47 0.45 0.61 0.52
K-nearest neighbors 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.65 0.69 0.67 0.41 0.39 0.4 0.21 0.09 0.13
Logistic Regression 0.92 0.9 0.91 0.77 0.92 0.83 0.63 0.52 0.57 0.65 0.25 0.36
Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.84 0.93 0.89 0.76 0.83 0.79 1 0.02 0.03 0 0 0
Nearest Centroid 0.92 0.8 0.86 0.8 0.82 0.81 0.34 0.62 0.44 0.34 0.68 0.45
Random Forest 0.91 0.88 0.9 0.72 0.93 0.82 0.66 0.47 0.55 0.69 0.2 0.32
Support Vector Machine 0.94 0.86 0.9 0.77 0.94 0.85 0.57 0.66 0.61 0.59 0.39 0.47
CNN 0.96 0.54 0.69 0.67 0.92 0.78 0.25 0.84 0.39 0.26 0.77 0.39
CNN-Focal 0.91 0.87 0.89 0.76 0.92 0.83 0.53 0.45 0.49 0.63 0.6 0.62
RNN-LSTM 0.95 0.81 0.87 0.76 0.91 0.83 0.49 0.79 0.6 0.48 0.7 0.57
RNN-GRU 0.93 0.84 0.88 0.75 0.91 0.82 0.56 0.64 0.6 0.63 0.79 0.7
RNN-Attn-LSTM 0.92 0.85 0.88 0.79 0.85 0.82 0.52 0.7 0.59 0.59 0.74 0.66
RNN-Attn-GRU 0.94 0.77 0.85 0.75 0.9 0.81 0.42 0.81 0.55 0.6 0.74 0.67
RNN-LSTM-Focal 0.93 0.82 0.87 0.76 0.89 0.82 0.48 0.73 0.58 0.56 0.84 0.67
RNN-GRU-Focal 0.94 0.81 0.87 0.76 0.92 0.83 0.48 0.74 0.59 0.59 0.79 0.67
RNN-Attn-LSTM-Focal 0.92 0.83 0.87 0.77 0.9 0.83 0.47 0.64 0.54 0.6 0.7 0.65
RNN-Attn-GRU-Focal 0.93 0.85 0.89 0.77 0.9 0.83 0.54 0.69 0.6 0.6 0.58 0.59
HAN 0.93 0.86 0.89 0.79 0.87 0.83 0.57 0.71 0.63 0.56 0.84 0.67
HAN-focal 0.96 0.77 0.86 0.74 0.96 0.84 0.46 0.77 0.57 0.47 0.88 0.61
BERT 0.93 0.9 0.91 0.83 0.89 0.86 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.69 0.84 0.7

and outage-related categories. Because BERT is already pre-trained
on a large corpus of texts, it is able to identify the tweets with very
good performance, making it an ideal candidate to perform this
classification task.

6.3 Remarks
With the aid of our annotated dataset and machine learning algo-
rithms, we are able to detect outage-related events from a large
stream of tweets that appeared online during recent hurricanes.
The binary classifier is able to separate outage-specific tweets from
others quickly, thereby reducing the amount of time needed to
extract domain-specific tweets. Once these outage related tweets
are detected, they can be further classified into different groups
with the aid of an advanced learning model such as BERT. Using
the ideal model to perform each level of information extraction will
result in rapid classification of tweets, which first responders can
then use to take immediate action or aid planning of additional
operations.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we take an in-depth look at the tweets that originate
during hurricanes and convey important outage-related informa-
tion. We first determine keywords that are commonly used during
power and/or communication outages. We use these keywords to
obtain tweets that were posted during the seven major hurricanes
in the USA between 2012 and 2018. These tweets were then an-
notated and placed into one of the four categories based on the
outage information they contained. We perform a detailed analysis
to better understand the type of tweets that belong to each of these
categories. Finally, we apply various state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing models to first detect tweets that contain our outage-specific
keywords and subsequently place them in their respective cate-
gories. Results show that computationally inexpensive models such
as SVM and logistic regression can be used to filter out tweets that

mention words related to outages. Through use of transfer learning
models such as BERT, such outage-related tweets can be detected
with high accuracy, precision and recall. Our framework can be
implemented to provide first responders with outage related infor-
mation during natural disasters. In our future work, we will build a
user interface that incorporates classification models to perform
real-time detection of outage-related tweets. Another next step is
to conduct a deeper level of information extraction to sub-classify
the tweets within each outage-related category. For example, with
enough samples, we can train a classifier to automatically iden-
tify tweets that mention restoration of services or other useful
information.
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